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ABSTRACT: The intention of this research was threefold: to demonstrate that teachers can use

music to educate students about social issues and encourage them to be active in the public
sphere; to enjoin educators and teacher educators to foster civic knowledge, guide civic atti-

tudes, and encourage civic behavior through music; and to locate our efforts within a synthesis
of civic renewal and cultural citizenship. A combination of survey and interview responses

from 213 high school students generated the results of this research. Overall, the data allowed

us to conclude that there is a relationship between civically oriented music and students' civic
knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors. Intrepid teacher educators and practitioners should allow

music (and, more broadly, popular culture) to be employed more frequently in the context of

the social studies classroom.

In 2006's American Hardcore, a documentary
film directed by Paul Rachman about punk
rock in the early to mid-1980s, singer and
guitarist Vic Bondi emphatically located his
music (hardcore punk rock) within the leftist
political resistance to the Reagan Right.

There wasn't any organized Left in the United
States in the Eighties. There was hardcore.
And again, you know, as limited as it was,
it was a manifestation of our communalist
aspect, of openness to humanity, of a disdain
for authority that's in the best traditions of

radicalism. So, if you're looking for radicalism
in the 1980s, you should look at hardcore.

Though Bondi's statement leans heavily in
one ideological direction, it nevertheless high-
lights the intersection of music and civics. For
educators, the implications of the above quote
extend to pedagogy: can and should this inter-
section be used by educators to cultivate civic
knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors? Bondi's
statement also gestures toward a recent devel-
opment within the discourse of citizenship,
what Nadine Dolby referred to as "cultural
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citizenship" (2003, p. 269). What is cultural
citizenship, and how should educators respond
to it? In this article, we will demonstrate that
high school teachers can use music to edu-
cate students about social issues and encourage
them to be active in the public sphere; enjoin
educators and teacher educators to foster civic
knowledge, guide civic attitudes, and encour-
age civic behavior through music; and locate
our efforts within a synthesis of civic renewal
and cultural citizenship.

Literature Review

Civic renewal and cultural citizenship stand
at opposite ends of the debate concern-
ing civic education, but both perspectives
have potential implications for educators.
For researchers like Putnam (1995a, 1995b),
Ostrom (1996), and Dudley and Gitelson
(2003), civic renewal references a century-
long mission (Schachter, 1998) to inculcate
America's youth and newly arrived immigrants
with the knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors
requisite for a functioning democratic citi-
zenry. For the civic renewalists, anxiety con-
cerning the crisis of failing citizen participa-
tion permeates their calls for increased and
more effective civic education. Though the
civic renewalists see a need to address decline
and disengagement in civic society, other
researchers like Dolby (2003) and McCarthy,
Giardina, Harewood, and Park (2003) see
diffuse and diverse discourses of citizenship
as potentially generative and not necessarily
destructive. These scholars, specifically Dolby,
orient themselves toward the future of citizen-
ship by incorporating culture. Regarding civic
education, Dolby asserted:

[T-he terrain of inquiry needs to extend well
beyond the schoolhouse ... we cannot afford
to ignore the popular as a site where youth are
invested, where things happen, where iden-
tities and democratic possibilities are worked
out, performed, and negotiated, and where
new futures are written. (p. 276)

In 1996, noting a decline of social capital
(Putnam, 1995b) and a "substantial difference

in the level and kind of participation among
younger versus older citizens" (Ostrom, 1996,
p. 755), the American Political Science
Association (APSA), under the guidance of
Elinor Ostrom, created the Task Force on
Civic Education. Ostrom identified "one of
the core problems [of U.S civil society as]
... the decline of civic engagement" and
articulated the need to "think, develop, test,
evaluate, and reformulate a diversity of edu-
cational tools that provide more effective
forms of civic education" (p. 756). Ostrom
clearly stated the pedagogical intent of the
task force: "The project will develop instruc-
tional designs, resources, and even specific
'lessons"' (p. 757). Since then, the task force
(now the Committee on Civic Education
and Engagement) has facilitated communica-
tion, encouraged research, and collected syl-
labi regarding civic education (APSA, 1997,
1998; Brintnall, 2003). Our research will
continue to! mine the pedagogical poten-
tial for civic education and thus continue
the mission of the task force while simul-
taneously incorporating recent developments
regarding the relationship between culture and
citizenship.

Civic renewalists emphasize the impor-
tance of civic knowledge as a sustaining
force in democratic societies-thus its cen-
tral role in civic education reform. Dudley
and Gitelson (2003) analyzed the role of
political knowledge in youth civic develop-
ment, and after laying out the disciplinary
history of political socialization research, they
reached some tentative conclusions, notably
that "political knowledge is a necessary precon-
dition to civic engagement, but information
per se is unlikely to be a sufficient precondition
to civic engagement" (p. 265). Americans'
civic knowledge, though not as glaringly vac-
uous as often claimed, needs improvement,
if only because "more and better education
is the solution" (Dudley & Gitelson, p. 265)
to Ostrom's "core problems" (1996, p. 756).
Dudley and Gitelson pointed to research from
the past decade that proves civic educa-
tion positively and measurably affects civic
engagement by scaffolding it with political
knowledge (Niemi & Junn, 1998). Whereas



Dudley and Gitelson attempted to contex-
tualize and problematize the issue of civic
knowledge, Crystal and DeBell identified and
defined "civic orientation" as a broader cat-
egory of analysis that "implies both behav-
ior (civic engagement) and attitudes (civic-
mindedness)" (2002, p. 114). Thus, three dis-
tinct categories of analysis, or dimensions,
concerning citizenship emerge from the lit-
erature: civic knowledge, civic attitudes, and
civic behavior.

Crystal and DeBell (2002) invoked
Putnam, citing the decline of civic engage-
ment, especially among youth (Putnam,
1995a, 1995b) as one of the reasons for
needing a "successful model of civic/political
participation ... [that] account[s] for the
process by which youth acquire the values
and habits that lead to civic engagement"
(p. 114). Whereas Crystal and DeBell tested
predictive factors leading to higher levels of
civic attitudes and behavior amongst youth,
we intend to analyze one specific factor that
may affect civic knowledge, attitudes, and
behaviors of youth: civically oriented music.

The powerful interplay between music
and civics goes back at least as far as the
nation's interest in civic education. While
early 20th-century political scientists were
arguing for a curriculum designed to explic-
itly inculcate democratic and civic values
(Schachter, 1998), blues singer Leadbelly
highlighted class disparities in "Bourgeoisie
Blues," (1997, track 2) and Woody Guthrie
wrote "This Land Is Our Land" (1997, track 1)
in response to Irving Berlin's ultra-patriotic
"God Bless America" (2002, track 20). While
Baby Boomers learned about the "evils of
communism" in high school civics classes
(Malone, 1968, p. 111), Bob Dylan and Phil
Ochs sang and played protest songs against
racial violence and the Vietnam War. As
noted above, a small pocket of resistance to
conservatism camped out within the emerging
hardcore punk rock movement of the 1980s.
Bands such as Minor Threat and Black Flag
wrote about social issues that confronted
their lives. In the late 1980s and early 1990s,
Public Enemy achieved no small success in
leading a hip-hop chorus of social and political
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critique. Throughout the 1990s, alternative
rock and rap raised the banner of social and
political commentary, through the likes of
Rage Against the Machine and Radiohead.
In the wake of the 9/11 attacks, the protest
song reemerged thanks to many of the original
1960s folk singers (e.g., Neil Young). Musical
artists aplenty waxed eloquent about their
disdain for George W. Bush's policies, includ-
ing Fugazi, Green Day, and Ted Leo and the
Pharmacists, to name a few. Conversely, some
artists, like Toby Keith and Charlie Daniels,
wrote songs in support of the aforementioned
policies.

For as long as civic education has piqued
the interest of political scientists and edu-
cators, music has woven itself into the
American civic dialogue, but the power of
civically oriented music extends beyond the
Rio Grande and the 49th parallel. Chopyak
(1987) described music's central role in the
creation of a Malaysian national culture, going
so far as to claim that "some musicians ...
find themselves in the forefront of nation
building" (p. 433). In reference to music edu-
cation (but not necessarily music as a peda-
gogical tool), Chopyak pointed to the power
of music in education: "Music in the schools
is expected to both reflect and promote the
national culture and hence, national unity" (p.
434). Chopyak's case study of Malaysia under-
scores the power of music in shaping-even
constructing-national and, by extension,
civic culture, partially through the national
education system.

Civically Oriented Music

The pedagogical use of music as text to be
studied reaches back at least to the 1960s,
but by appropriating "how youth make mean-
ing of, negotiate, resist, and remake popular
culture ... [which] is a more significant, pen-
etrating pedagogical force in young people's
lives than schooling" (Dolby, 2003, pp. 263-
264), educators challenge curricular conven-
tions and open up new opportunities for gen-
uine learning through lived experience. Since
the late 1960s, foreign language classes have
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used music to teach content, and though some
history and sociology educators later employed
this method, at least one sociology professor
appropriated music as a curricular vehicle, pre-
saging Dolby's assertion that "cultural sites are
pedagogical" (p. 269). Abrate (1983) cited
research from the late 1960s and 1970s con-
cerning the pedagogical use of music in for-
eign language classes as a forerunner to her
own work and then documented best practices
of foreign language instruction with popular
music. Abrate's rationale for using popular
music often emphasized the medium itself as
a means to gather students' attention but also
relied on songs as text (e.g., song lyrics) for
student analysis. Conrad (1991) largely fol-
lowed in the footsteps of Abrate, but he did
so with a higher level of statistical sophistica-
tion and a greater propensity to problematize
the use of popular music as pedagogy. Stone's
(2004) teaching article detailed the histori-
cal context of Billie Holiday's song "Strange
Fruit" (Meeropol, 2000, track 1) and listed
a number of useful pedagogical strategies, all
designed to further illuminate the history of
U.S. race relations and lynching in the late
19th and early 20th centuries. Stone's use
of music imitates earlier works, like that of
Abrate and Conrad, by simply observing the
subject of study and analyzing the text for his-
torical markers. In contrast, Ahlkvist (1999)
drew on a decade's worth of research to criti-
cally engage his subject matter (sociology) via
heavy metal music. Heavy metal permeates
Ahlkvist's sociology curriculum as a means of
addressing and analyzing issues of class, gen-
der, and race. Therefore, heavy metal music
serves as a text but also, and more impor-
tantly, the lived experience of his students.
Abrate, Conrad, and Stone treated music sim-
ply as a text by observing the music, identi-
fying its trajectory, and noting its character,
whereas Ahlkvist did all three of these and
used it as a site of critical dialogue and identity
formation. Ahlkvist recognized the power of
"pedagogical interventions that privilege pop-
ular culture as a site of legitimate critique
[which] can open up new avenues of explo-
ration and investigation" (McCarthy et al.,
2003, p. 449).

In Harvard Educational Review's 2003
"Special Issue on Popular Culture and
Education," Dolby argued that popular cul-
ture has the potential to create profound
social change. Dolby identified two forms of
democracy, liberal and radical. Public/private
distinctions constitute an important premise
of liberal democracy, notably that private
"citizens assert agency in the public political
sphere" (Dolby, p. 268). In contrast, radical
democratic theory asserts the increasing
irrelevance of this distinction by "explod[ing]
the idea that electoral politics is the only site
of agency and power within society" (Dolby,
p. 268). Globalization then adds a cultural
dimension to these notions of citizenship. For
liberal democracy, culture plays a minimal
role, whereas radical democracy embraces
this new space of cultural citizenship. As
such, citizenship has shifted its emphasis away
from liberal paradigms of democracy. Cultural
citizenship claims that the "political arena is
not the only place that we need to look to
find expressions of citizenship ... [and that]
citizenship is no longer solely defined a priori
to its practices" (Dolby, p. 270). In other
words, cultural citizenship broadens civic
agency and transforms political institutions.

Recognizing the power of cultural citi-
zenship, we examined how an element of
culture-music-asserts itself in the civic edu-
cation of students. Specifically, we analyzed
how music as a cultural element shapes and
redefines students' civic knowledge; attitudes,
and behaviors.

Methods

This research project employed surveys and
interviews with a sample population of sec-
ondary social studies students in order to ascer-
tain how the participants' civic orientation is
influenced by popular music.

Sample

Teachers who administered the survey to
their students were informally solicited via



e-mail based on their participation in the fol-
lowing week-long professional development
opportunities during the summer of 2009:
Gilder Lehrman Institute's Summer Seminars
for Teachers, Ashland University's Summer
Institutes for Social Studies Teachers, and
the National Endowment for the Humanities'
Landmarks of American History and Culture
Workshops. Each teacher was instructed to
distribute the surveys to students who were
enrolled in their social studies classes and to
administer the survey to the students dur-
ing noninstructional class time. At the end
of the survey form, students could elect to
be contacted for further qualitative research
by providing their contact information and
indicating their willingness to participate in
further queries. Four students were randomly
chosen from this self-selected group and then
contacted in order to participate in a follow-
up interview to elucidate the connection
between their music preferences and their
civic orientation.

Student response data were collected
from the abovementioned surveys during
noninstructional class time. Student names
were not included in these surveys unless a
student had appropriate desire and consented
to participate in a follow-up interview regard-
ing responses. The sample was composed
of 3 ninth graders, 117 tenth graders, 67
eleventh graders, 25 twelfth graders, and one
participant who failed to self-report his or her
grade level. The students surveyed were from
public schools located in Florida, Louisiana,
Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, South
Carolina, and Utah. The gender subgroups in
the sample included 44.3% males and 55.7%
females. Participants self-identified race and
ethnicity as follows: 7% African American,
5.6% Hispanic, 74.2% Caucasian 2.8% Asian,
5.6% multicultural, and 4.2% other.

Survey Instrument

The researchers investigated the relationship
that civically oriented music (that which con-
tributes to a political, social, or civic discourse)
has with students' civic knowledge, civic atti-
tudes, and civic behaviors. The instrument
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was developed by the researchers with the
intention of the combining brevity and qual-
itative breadth of coverage not found in other
instruments designed to measure civic ele-
ments. Content validity was established for
this instrument through item analysis based
on student responses from a pilot study. The
23 students selected for this pilot study were,
as were all participants, secondary students
enrolled in a social studies course. Upon com-
pletion of the pilot study, responses were tal-
lied. Questions were altered or removed if
response patterns demonstrated that certain
items were difficult or not relevant to research
objectives.

Dudley and Gitelson (2003) emphasized
the importance of civic knowledge as a nec-
essary requisite for acting and thinking in gov-
ernment and society. This knowledge pertains
specifically to how government works; social
issues within one's local, national, and inter-
national community; national history; and
geopolitical issues. In general, it refers to one's
understanding of the surrounding civic world.
Therefore, in addition to the instrument's
query of students' musical tendencies, 19 ques-
tions were devoted to measuring civic knowl-
edge by testing students' knowledge of gov-
ernment structure, American history, world
geography, and social issues. The correct num-
ber of answers was totaled for a single score,
which was coded as knowledge. Knowledge
had a Chronbach's ct of 0.782.

The research questions in this study
employed Crystal and DeBell's (2002) con-
cept of civic orientation, which was divided
into two dimensions: attitudes and behaviors.
Civic attitudes refers to one's disposition toward
government and society. The study measured
civic attitudes through three survey questions
intended to gauge students' opinions concern-
ing politics and morality (coded as opinions),
whether students would work for a cause in
which they believed (coded as cause), and
whether they thought voting was the respon-
sibility of all citizens (coded as vote). Civic
behaviors refers to the actions taken in gov-
ernment and society, such as voting, volun-
teering, donating money, or other such behav-
iors. In lieu of direct questions about voting,
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volunteering, and donating money, which are
either age-, time-, or cost-prohibitive for most
secondary students, we instead asked ques-
tions geared toward high school students' sta-
tion in life. The study measured civic behav-
ior through two survey questions intended to
gauge students' participation in civically ori-
ented activities: whether they were members
of civic clubs at school, such as Model United
Nations (coded as clubs), and whether they
discussed politics with their friends and peers
(coded as dialogue).

Civically oriented music operated as the
independent variable. The survey measured
whether the music that students listen to
encourages them to be civically active (coded
as encourage) and teaches them about political
situations or events (coded as learn).

Interview Instrument

Interviews were conducted to acquire qual-
itative data concerning the major themes
addressed in the survey's theoretical frame-
work. The interview questions were intended
to measure students' music preferences and the
effects of said music on their civic knowledge,
attitudes, and behaviors.

Results

These results come from a combination of
survey and interview responses. Descriptive
statistics were employed to interpret raw sur-
vey data, and interviews were transcribed
and coded to underscore relevant statistical
findings.

Frequencies provide a snapshot of stu-
dents' general civic knowledge, attitudes, and
behaviors. Students scored low on the civic
knowledge dimension (see Table 1). Out of
19 civic knowledge questions, the mean was
10.04, the median was 10, and the mode was
7. Students correctly answered between 6 and
14 questions.

Students also scored low on the civic
behaviors dimension. Table 2 references the
degree to which students were members of

Table 1. Students' Civic Knowledge Scores

N
Valid 213
Missing 0

Mean 10.0423
Median 10.0000
Mode 7.00
SD 3.94216
Range 19.00

civic clubs at school, such as Model United
Nations. Using a Likert scale, clubs had a
mode of 2 (disagree) and, combined with
strongly disagree, suggested that 73.7% of stu-
dents claimed to not belong to a civic club
at school. The data suggested that only 15.5%
were active in civic clubs. According to the
survey results for the dialogue item, students
rarely (mode of 2) discussed politics with their
friends and peers (see Table 3). When com-
bined with never, the results suggested that
54.5% of students do not'talk about pol-
itics with their friends and peers. In fact,
only 8.4% of students discuss politics among
themselves.

However, students demonstrated strong
opinions concerning morality in politics
(opinions), indicated a willingness to work for
a political or social cause (cause), and believed
that voting is the responsibility of all citi-
zens in a democracy (vote). These three survey
items constitute the dimension civic attitudes.
Opinions (see Table 4) had a mode of 4
(agree) and, combined with strongly agree, the
percentage of students who had strong opin-
ions regarding morality in politics was 64.3%.
This was further observed through an inter-
viewed student's assertion: "I do not hesitate
to speak my mind about current events and
sociopolitical issues." Only 9% of the sample
claimed that they do not have strong opin-
ions regarding morality in politics. Cause also
had a mode of 4 (agree) and, combined with
strongly agree, the percentage of students who
were willing to work for a cause in which they
believe was 62.4% (see Table 5). Only 9.8%
of the sample said that they were not will-
ing to work for a cause in which they believe.
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Table 2. Students' Membership in Civic Clubs at School

Frequency Percentage Valid Percentage Cumulative Percentage

Valid
Strongly disagree 55 25.8 25.8 25.8
Disagree 102 47.9 47.9 73.7

Neutral 23 10.8 10.8 84.5

Agree 20 9.4 9.4 93.9
Strongly agree 13 6.1 6.1 100.0

Total 213 100.0 100.0

Table 3. Frequency of Peer Dialogue Among Students Concerning Politics

Valid Cumulative
Frequency Percentage Percentage Percentage

Valid
Never 36 16.9 16.9 16.9

Rarely 80 37.6 37.6 54.5
Sometimes 79 37.1 37.1 91.5

Often 13 6.1 6.1 97.7
Most common conversation topic 5 2.3 2.3 100.0

Total 213 100.0 100.0

Table 4. Strength of Students' Opinions Regarding Politics

Valid Cumulative
Frequency Percentage Percentage Percentage

Valid
Strongly disagree 8 3.8 3.8 3.8
Disagree 11 5.2 5.2 8.9

Neutral 57 26.8 26.8 35.7
Agree 88 41.3 41.3 77.0

Strongly agree 49 23.0 23.0 100.0
Total 213 100.0 100.0

Table 5. Students' Willingness to Work for a Cause in Which They Believe

Valid Cumulative
Frequency Percentage Percentage Percentage

Valid
Strongly disagree 9 4.2 4.2 4.2

Disagree 12 5.6 5.6 9.9

Neutral 59 27.7 27.7 37.6
Agree 94 44.1 44.1 81.7

Strongly agree 39 18.3 18.3 100.0
Total 213 100.0 100.0
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Table 6. Students' Belief That Voting Is the Responsibility of All Citizens

Valid Cumulative
Frequency Percentage Percentage Percentage

Valid
Strongly disagree 17 8.0 8.0 8.0
Disagree 10 4.7 4.7 12.7
Neutral 54 25.4 25.4 38.0
Agree 78 36.6 36.6 74.6
Strongly agree 54 25.4 25.4 100.0
Total 213 100.0 100.0

Vote also had a mode of 4 (agree) and, com-
bined with strongly agree, the percentage of
students who believed that everyone should
exercise his or her right to vote was 62%
(see Table 6). Only 12.7% of students said
that voting is not the responsibility of every
citizen.

Cross-tabular analysis suggests an expla-
nation for this discrepancy between the low
scores of civic knowledge and civic behavior
and the high scores of civic attitudes. Both
measures of civic knowledge and civic behav-
ior had a statistically significant correlation
with the variable encourage. Knowledge and
encourage shared a chi-square of 0.02. The
cross-tabs suggest that, in the aggregate, stu-
dents' knowledge about civics trends positively
with students' interest in civically oriented
music. This phenomenon was also observed
in an interview with one participant, who
expressed, "[I]f I had not been encouraged by
the music, I most likely would have not looked
so in depth in all these social issues." Survey
and interview responses suggested that civi-
cally encouraging music may be educational
or inspire listeners to learn more about their
government and society. This was the case for
several other interview respondents, including
one who stated that, "Listening to music has
led me to read magazines such as Rolling Stone
that tell about many social and political issues
and interview musicians that talk about politi-
cal issues." Dialogue and encourage also shared
a chi-square of 0.02 with a positive relation-
ship; the more students listen to music that
encourages them to be civically active, the
more likely students are to engage one another

in civic dialogue. On this issue, one student
responded:

Mhe content of this music comes up inside
and outside of the classroom ... my friends
and I discuss musicians and their influence on
society quite frequently. I am well aware of
many events and situations in which bands
and artists take part.

Table 7 displays the variable encour-
age, which measured the degree to which
music encouraged respondents to be civically
involved. This variable generally yielded low
scores. Twenty-six percent of students agreed
or strongly agreed that the music they listened
to encouraged them to be civically involved.
This is not surprising given the low scores of
knowledge and dialogue. These two variables,
correlated with encourage, demonstrated the
role that civically oriented music plays in stu-
dents' civic knowledge and civic behavior.
The data suggested that music with civically
encouraging messages could raise students'
civic knowledge and potentially promote rich
discussion among students.

Even though the data 'associated with
clubs is not statistically significant with
the data associated with encourage, it
does have a significant correlation and
positive relationship with dialogue, sug-
gesting that when more students engage
each other in dialogue, the more likely
they are to participate in civic clubs. In
other words, increasing students' civic dia-
logue increases student membership in civic
clubs.
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Table 7. Music's Ability to Encourage Students to Be Civically Engaged

Valid Cumulative
Frequency Percentage Percentage Percentage

Valid
Strongly disagree 15 7.0 7.0 7.0
Disagree 68 31.9 31.9 39.0

Neutral 74 34.7 34.7 73.7
Agree 43 20.2 20.2 93.9
Strongly agree 13 6.1 6.1 100.0
Total 213 100.0 100.0

As measures of civic attitudes, opinions
and cause were statistically significant at the
.01 level, both with positive relationships
when correlated with learned, the item that
measured the degree to which students learned
about a social issue or event from a song or
band. The relationship between learned and
opinions illustrated that students who listen
to more music that informs them of social
or civic issues are more likely to form opin-
ions about these issues. According to a student
interviewed for this study:

I have always been interested in political and
social issues facing American Society; partic-
ularly affairs during the Anti-War Era. These
songs inspired me to watch television programs
focused on the changes in American culture
during this time, as well as read books and
research the [I]ntemet for more information.

Likewise, the relationship between learned
and cause illustrated that the more students
listen to music that educates them on issues,
the more likely they are willing to work for a
cause.

Table 8 demonstrates high frequencies for
the variable learned; 52.6% of students agreed
or strongly agreed that they have learned
about a social issue or event from a song or
band. This is not surprising given the high
scores of opinions and cause. These two vari-
ables, correlated with learned, demonstrate
the role that civically oriented music plays in
students' civic opinion formation and its role
in inspiring them to work for causes. These
data suggest that introducing socially aware

music could inform students about pertinent
civic issues and inspire a student body to work
for causes in which they believe.

Based on the survey and interview data,
social issues arouse intense feelings among
students, but these feelings neither guaran-
tee an objective understanding of said issues
nor generate civic behavior. Concerning civic
attitudes, one student stated, "We [students]
believe things without actually looking into
them." The responsibility of the educator is to
ensure that these attitudes are rooted in civic
knowledge and lead to civic behaviors.

The data associated with vote did not
have a significant correlation with learned
by traditional standards. Instead, the two
shared a chi-square of 0.066, which is rather
close to being statistically significant at the
.05 level. This statistic should not be dis-
carded for the purposes of future research
because different measurements of voting atti-
tudes might produce significant results when
correlated with the effects of civically ori-
ented music. What this possible association
could suggest is that younger generations are
more likely to feel a sense of obligation and
responsibility for their community as a result
of participating in a civically oriented music
culture.

Overall, the data allowed us to conclude
that there is a relationship between civically
oriented music and students' civic knowl-
edge, attitudes, and behaviors (see Figure 1).
Music not only affects civics, but it is, in
turn, affected by civics as well. The inter-
pretation of the data lends itself to both the
recognition of music's pedagogical capacity
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Table 8. Song or Band's Ability to Teach Students About a Social Issue or Event

Valid Cumulative
Frequency Percentage Percentage Percentage

Valid
Strongly disagree 25 11.7 11.7 11.7
Disagree 36 16.9 16.9 28.6
Neutral 40 18.8 18.8 47.4
Agree 98 46.0 46.0 93.4
Strongly agree 14 6.6 6.6 100.0
Total 213 100.0 100.0

SCivic Kno.Wedge

/
civically Oriented
ClAcally Oriented

Music

\ /

Figure 1. Relationship between civically oriented
music and the civic dimensions of students.

and the civic sphere's influence on music.
In truth, the above-mentioned correlations
demonstrate interplay between the variables.
Hence, the model articulates a discursive
relationship between the civic dimensions
outlined herein (knowledge, attitudes, and
behaviors ) and the cultural element under
consideration (civically oriented music).

Discussion and Implications

Current civic education struggles to impart
to students a complete grounding in civic
knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors (Loewen,
2010). These civic dimensions can no longer
take shape and form solely through the efforts
of our educational system. Civic knowledge,
attitudes, and behaviors are increasingly con-
stituted and reconstituted through culture,
which permeates and infuses the civic sphere
with a powerful, turbulent, and swirling dis-
course that often eclipses the role that formal
education plays in students' civic lives. Using
current curricula and assessments, the fruits of
this new cultural citizenship are less observable

\4

and measurable by educators, and the bene-
fits of cultural citizenship are less fully realized
in the traditional civics classroom by students.
Civics textbooks, as necessary as they may
be, offer no tangible advantages to students
engaged in this more diffuse and participatory
form of civic engagement (Loewen). Students
seem to perceive political science as sterile
and removed from a practical understanding
of society and civic institutions, which they
largely access through culture.

In light of these deficits, the implemen-
tation of an effective civic education cur-
riculum requires the dissipation of common
myths about students' general disinterest in
civics. Our data suggest that students do,
in fact, have strong civic attitudes and are
not detached from their community. Instead,
students are detached from civics as it is
taught in the classroom. Dolby (2003) echoed
this sentiment, and she further asserts that
politics, not students, require change: "It is
not that ... teens are apolitical-it is that
the definition of political needs to shift"
(p. 274).

Reconnecting students to civic education
requires educators to recognize culture as a
civic sphere and incorporate cultural memes
and artifacts in formal education methods.
Popular culture continually transmits mes-
sages to youth culture, and these messages are
often civic. Popular culture is an important
(and some, like Dolby [2003] and McCarthy
et al. [2003], would argue the primary) site
of student dialogue concerning political and
social issues. The discursive nature of popular
culture-which includes fact, misinformation,



rumor, innuendo, and the like-offers both
educators and teacher educators promising
opportunities as we create new ways to guide
students in evaluating the validity of and
determining the usefulness of source material,
a process at the very heart of authentic edu-
cation and citizenship. Music, as a facet of
popular culture, operates as an engine that
can drive instruction, which, in turn, can
drive content. No longer should music be
used simply as a tool for engagement; it is, in
fact, a place where students become political
agents.

Limitations and Future Research

This research by no means comprehensively
assesses the relationship between music and
civic education, and within our research
design, we encountered some limitations that
prevented a more thorough treatment of the
research questions. For example, limited insti-
tutional resources impeded us from including
all interested teachers. Moreover, the lim-
ited number of interviews conducted failed to
include all interested students, thereby lim-
iting the breadth of responses. Additionally,
by accounting for only one independent vari-
able (civically oriented music), we neglected
other pertinent or relevant factors that have
traditionally affected civic knowledge, atti-
tudes, and behaviors. Collecting data rele-
vant to our research among non-adult respon-
dents was difficult because, for example, this
group often has little to no agency in factors
such as income bracket, geographic residence,
and education level. A greater level of sta-
tistical specificity could have been reached
if these variables were included. Moreover,
student demographic data were not used in
the data analysis, which may lead to more
specific distinctions regarding which students
are most affected by the use of music in
instruction.

Two distinct areas in need of further
research emerge as a result of our study.
Practically, future research should work to
determine the most effective teaching prac-
tices and music selections that will foster
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civic knowledge, guide civic attitudes, and
create civic behavior. Though educators must
necessarily focus on these practical reali-
ties, we suggest that they must also change
their perceptions of how students partici-
pate in cultural citizenship. Schools no longer
serve as the principal civic sphere for stu-
dents due to the increasing relevance of cul-
ture. Teacher educators, curriculum designers,
school officials, and teachers should utilize-
rather than be impeded by-this transforma-
tion in citizenship to educate 21st-century
citizens. Therefore, phenomenological investi-
gation concerning how youth become cultural
citizens would likely inform these stakehold-
ers' efforts.

Conclusion

The task of compelling teachers to exam-
ine effective pedagogical tools falls to teacher
educators. Appropriate theoretical knowledge,
coupled with practical tools, constitutes the
ingredients of an inviting recipe for teacher
education courses. Too often, however, that
recipe ignores new and developing research,
which leaves teacher educators with dated
methods (Palmer, 2003). Based on the data
we gathered in this research study, which
demonstrated a correlation between students'
music preferences and their civic orienta-
tion, we conclude that teachers have an
opportunity to utilize the effect of music as
a way to teach social studies content. In
light of the many challenges to using the
textbook as a primary means of instruction
(Bain, 2006; Loewen, 2010) and the research
herein, intrepid teacher educators and practi-
tioners should allow music (and, more broadly,
popular culture) to be employed more fre-
quently in the context of the social studies
classroom. Educational institutions risk being
supplanted by popular culture-and all its
associated turbulence and ephemera-if they
fail to assimilate cultural citizenship into the
curricula. Music as civic space expands the
capacity of pedagogy, thus allowing students
the opportunity to discursively experience
citizenship. M
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